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Wireframes are the foundation on which to begin building a website.

Wireframes come after we have determined the site architecture with a flow chart or with a sitemap.

Wireframes allow you to plan the layout of your website.
Wireframes can be simple black and white layouts that outline the specific size and placement of page elements, site features, conversion areas and navigation for your website.

Wireframes can be devoid of color, font choices, logos or any real design elements that take away from purely focusing on a site’s architecture.
Wireframes can range from a simple skeletal framework to a detailed mock up of each page.

Wireframes/Planning your Site can make coding easier!
Wireframing starts the first real concrete visual process for a project.

Wireframes turn the intangible/abstract nature of a sitemap into something real and tangible without distractions.
Wireframes provide clear communication to a client by clarifying where specific features are, how these will function, and what these are.

Wireframes push usability to the forefront. It forces us to look objectively at a website's ease of use, conversion paths, naming of links, navigation placement and feature placement.
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